MILD&CLEAN
H E AT I N G

SM-5

Model
SM-5
SM-7
SM-10
Thermostat

SM-7

Size(mm)

Exposed(N)

306×606×30

Embedded(M)

298×598×30

Exposed(N)

306×906×30

Embedded(M)

298×898×30

Exposed(N)

306×1206×30

Embedded(M)

298×1198×30

Heating
Areal(m2)
0.15
0.23
0.32

SM-10

Weight(kg)

Voltage(V)

2.8
2.5
4.1
3.7
5.3
4.9
EKC-30

220

Current(A)

Capacity(W)

Amount of
Heat(kcal)

2.27

500

430

3.41

750

645

4.55

1000

860
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Heating Elements

Surface Temp: 180~230℃

Insulation

은은 음
음음
원
원원 은
Far-Infrared
Antibacterial
Deodorizing
원적외선
원적외선
원적외선
물질
물질물질
은나노
은나노
은나노
물질
물질물질
음이온
음이온
음이온
물질
물질물질

When the elecricity is applied to the product, the heating plate will heat up and start to generate
heat as a form of far-infrared wave (frequency range from 4 to14㎛ with 9㎛ on average), which will
eventually warm up human bodies as well as the surrounding atmosphere.

Merits of SUNJOY PLUS
Reduced

size by half compared to SUNJOY
Greater

heating capacity per area compared to SUNJOY
Easier

installation: No need to remove ceiling structures like "M-Bar"
Improved heat efficiency with proprietary insulation technology (Patent pending)
Maximized heating area with stylish surface design
Flexible

layout of the heating panels

Radiant
Heating

The radiant heating is the very same way for the sun to
transmit the heat to the life forms, which makes you feel
natural and pleasant
Saves

energy as heat is directly transmitted to our body and the heat loss is minimized
Minimizes

temperature difference between top and bottom of the target space
compared to the convection heating
Allows

to heat rooms with high ceiling, which is diffcult with conventional heating
systems
No
 dryness as the air is not directly heated up
Prevents

respiratory diseases as no wind or dust is generated
Feels

warm even when the surrounding air is cold unlike the convection heating
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Far-Infrared makes you healthy as well as warm.
Approximately

60% of energy transmitted from the sun to the earth is farinfrared
Heat

from the far-infrared wave penetrates into human body since its

Heat penetrates
into body

Activates body cells

Increases
metabolism

wavelength matches with the resonance frequency of the body molecules.
Far-infrared wave activates body cells and increases metabolism.
provide comfortable feeling of warmth since they

			

transmit heat as a far-infrared form which can penetrate deep into the
bodies because its wavelength matches with the resonance frequency of
Regular Heating

Far-Infrared
Heating

the body molecules.

Properties of SUNJOY PLUS
Energy-saving

Healthy

Eco-friendly

Safe

 adiant heating which is
R

 o dryness due to the use
N

D
 ust-free, noise-free,

Fire-safe due to the use of

excellent for heat transfer

of radiant heating

vibration-free

noncombustible materials

 eels 3~4℃ warmer than the
F

 o damage to skin due to
N

E
 co-friendly ceramic

No toxic gas emissions

convection heating

the use of far-infrared energy

coating

No hazardous microwave

 igh-effciency heating with
H

 ctivates body cells and
A

A
 ntibacterial effects with

radiation

minimized output loss

enhances blood circulation

the ionization of silver

No static electricity

 niform vertical temperature
U

Increases metabolism

elements

distribution with only about

Improves immune systems

D
 eodorizing effects with

2℃ difference

and helps recover from

the generation of anions

fatigue faster

Heat flow of
SUNJOY PLUS

Heat flow of conventional
heating systems

S
 UNJOY PLUS are radiant heating systems where you can have the same warm feeling of the sunlight. Not like the
convection heating which uses dry hot air, SUNJOY PLUS provide pleasant heating environment. We often experience that
the temperature feels different between the sunshine and the shade even if the measured temperature is the same. This is
because in the sunshine, the sun's radiant heat is directly transmitted to our body. In addition, the radiant heating transmits
heat quickly to every corner of the room.
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Recommended Installation Place
Offces

Bathrooms

Classrooms

Factories

Offces, Conference rooms etc.

Government offices, Schools,
Parks, etc.

Classrooms, School offices etc.

Warehouses, Factories etc.

Athletic Facilities

Commercial Spaces

Hospitals

Accommodation

Hot yoga studios, Golf courses,
Gyms, etc.

Coffee shops, Restaurants,
Hair salons, etc.

Patients, Physical therapy rooms,
etc.

Pensions, Hotels, Condominiums,
etc.

Certifcates

KC (Safety Certifcate of Korea)

Registration of Broadcasting and
Communication Equipments of Korea

CE

+82-70-4650-5912
Energy Korea, Inc. 91, Haeanbuk-ro, Ganghwa-eup, Ganghwa-gun, Incheon, Korea
www. sunjoy.kr

